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» Where can I find the movies featured during my flight?
» Which types of in-flight entertainment does KLM offer?
» Is it possible to play video games during the flight?

» Is your answer not included? Read our tips >
Where can I find the movies featured during my flight?

Information about the movies featured during your flight can be found on the website.

During your flight in KLM’s Economy Class, you can find a full description of the audio and video entertainment in the Holland Herald (inflight magazine).

KLM’s World Business Class passengers can find their complete audio and movie guide, including descriptions, in the exclusive World Business Class Air Guide. Before your flight, you can see what movies will be shown.

Please note that the information in these guides does not apply to the programming on Boeing 777 and Airbus 330 aircrafts. All passengers on Boeing 777 and Airbus 330 aircrafts may select their personal programme preferences via the 'audio and video on demand' system.
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> What kinds of electronic equipment can I use on board?
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